VACANCY

MIXOLOGIST
Sandy Lane Hotel, an AAA Five Diamond, Forbes Five Star exclusive resort and a member of Leading Hotels of
the World, is seeking to recruit a Mixologist.
The Role
As a Mixologist, your creative flair and passion for beverages will lead our Bar Team in delivering a superior
beverage experiences to our Guests. Through your effective leadership and innovation, you will create drinks and
menus for the resort.
Key duties and responsibilities:













Work in partnership with the Bars Manager to execute the smooth and flawless operation of all Bars.
Develop a complete working knowledge of the menu items, their ingredients, preparation and sophisticated
garnishes.
Develop a complete working knowledge of all products served in the bar.
Ensure that all details of service are performed by the bartenders to the standards required and that every
guest receives the highest quality of service in line with LQA & FORBES standards.
Conduct weekly training sessions on beverage pouring practice, cocktail mixing, and up-selling.
Ensure proper pouring, mixing, blending of drinks with Sandy Lane Standards.
Promote changes of the cocktail menu to ensure fresh, innovative and seasonally accurate cocktails are
available.
Assist with beverage procurement and beverage costing.
Contribute to shift briefings as required as well as leading training sessions for all beverage products.
Complete product requisitions accurately and maintain bar beverage inventory control in all Bars and ensure
that the daily inventory is completed.
Ensure all bartender checks are closed and that guest billing is accurate.
Monitor bar opening and closing duties and completed daily to standard by bartenders.

Our ideal candidate must possess:







Five years’ experience mixing and serving beverages in a high quality resort or restaurant
Certification in bar and wine services along with extensive knowledge of beverage items
Excellent communication and organizational skills
Strong interpersonal and problem solving abilities
An excellent work ethic with a high degree of responsibility
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The successful candidate must consistently maintain the highest standard of service and operational efficiency
within all areas of responsibility.
To apply please log on to sandylane.com/careers to complete an application form and submit a résumé on or
before October 18, 2021.
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